
Object Localization in 2D Images based on Kohonen'sSelf-Organization Feature MapsC. Yuan and H. NiemannChair for Pattern RecognitionUniversity of Erlangen{NurembergMartensstra�e 3, 91058 Erlangen, Germanyemail: (yuan, niemann)@informatik.uni-erlangen.deABSTRACTThis paper presents a hybrid approach for neural ob-ject localization and recognition in 2D grey level im-ages. The system combines an auto-associative net-work, two self-organization feature maps (SOMs), anda three layer feed-forward network trained with dynamiclearning vector quantization (DLVQ). By using a hid-den layer smaller than the input/output layers, theauto-associative network can be expected to �nd e�cientways of encoding the information contained in the inputdata set. Thus a dimension reduction of the input im-age can be achieved. The object localization scheme isthen directly based on features which are detected auto-matically using the Kohonen's SOMs. After preprocess-ing images are split into small blocks and input to twoKohonen maps. Through training, the �rst map can de-tect the object area of the input image, while the secondmap can detect the object speci�c features. By integrat-ing the features extracted from the output of the twomaps and the DLVQ methods, we can locate di�erentobjects and estimate object pose (translation, rotationwithin the image plane and scale parameter).1. INTRODUCTIONObject detection and localization has many applica-tions in such areas as automatic target recognition,manufacturing, inspection etc. In the past arti�cialneural networks (ANNs) have shown their good abil-ity in solving pattern classi�cation problems [1]. Likethe representative work of A. Khotanzad [2], objectsare usually �rst segmented from the background, andits size is properly scaled to be �t into the input ofANN. Then some features will be extracted from thesegmented objects and input to a properly structurednet. Subsequently objects will be identi�ed using asupervised learning method. Following that the poseparameters of recognized object can be estimated us-ing some other ANNs. One limit of this approach isthat it cannot estimate the scale parameter of object.Also it is generally very di�cult to achieve a robustand automatic object segmentation because of changesof illumination, noise and occlusion. Furthermore onlylimited precision of pose estimation can be achieved ifthe object varies only slightly at di�erent pose.

In order to overcome those drawbacks we use an un-supervised learning mechanism, which is based on theself-organization feature maps proposed by T. Koho-nen [3, 4]. Our goal is to locate di�erent 2D objects,irrespective of object translation, rotation, scaling andillumination changes. We use the approach of appear-ance based modeling, whereby blocks cut sequentiallyout of an image are encoded by the SOM. By using fea-tures extracted from the output of the maps, objectscan be identi�ed and located e�ciently.The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows.Section 2 deals with the basic theory of the Kohonen'sSOM. Section 3 describes in detail our localization andrecognition algorithm. Experimental results using ourapproach to localize �ve di�erent industrial objects arepresented in section 4. Finally Section 5 summarizesthe whole paper.2. THE SELF-ORGANIZATION MAPSAmongst di�erent ANN paradigms, SOM is one of themost popular unsupervised learning mechanisms de-pending on competition and a winner-take-all strat-egy. Application of SOM includes, but is not limited toimage segmentation [5], object recognition [6], speechrecognition [7], vector quantization [8].The goal of the SOM is the projection of an input spaceof n-dimensions into a position in the map, which ismade of a one- or two-dimensional lattice of outputlayer neurons. Figure 1 illustrates the network architec-ture for the two-dimensional case. The neuron whoseweight vector has a minimum of the Euclidean normdistance from the input vector ~x is chosen as the win-ning neuron. The weight of the winner j and its neigh-borhood neurons are trained according towj(t+ 1) = wj(t) + hjk(t)[x�wj(t)] (1)where t is the time during learning and hjk(t) is theneighborhood function, a smoothing kernel which ismaximum at the winning neuron j. A wide appliedneighborhood function ishjk(t) = �(t) exp"�jrj � rkj22�2(t) # (2)
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Input PatternFigure 1. Architecture of the Kohonen network, two-dimensional case.where �(t) is a scalar valued learning rate and �(t) de-�nes the width of the kernel. While rj represents thelocation of the winner node, rk ranges over all nodes.hjk(t) approaches 0 as jrj � rkj increases and also as tapproaches in�nity.The SOM is unlike most classi�cation or clusteringtechniques in that it provides a topological ordering ofthe classes. So the map can catch the speci�c featuresof the input data automatically and organize them spa-tially.3. LOCALIZATION ALGORITHM3.1. PreprocessingDue to the great number of pixels carrying the visualinformation, it is desirable to reduce the image datato be processed at the �rst stage. We use an auto-associative network (See �gure 2) for extracting themost representative low-dimensional subspace from ahigh-dimensional pattern vector space. The network istrained through letting the outputs mimic the inputs.After training the output is discarded and the hiddenlayer is kept. We apply this method on the input imageof 256 x 256 pixels two times and get the desired outputimage of 64 x 64 pixels.3.2. Object LocalizationAfter preprocessing, we use two Kohonen maps trainedsuccessively on the scale reduced images to locate dif-ferent objects. The �rst map is trained on all the 256blocks with the block size of 4x4 pixels cut from thedimension reduced images of the training set. The in-put of the �rst map has therefore 16 neurons. Thereare 12 neurons in the output layer, which can orga-nize themselves according to the spatial properties ofthe 4x4 pixels into 12 di�erent clusters. After train-ing we examine the correlation of the reference vectorsof each output neuron with the input image and candetermine whether an output neuron stands for objectarea (edge, corner and bright area) or background (darkarea). We label all the 256 blocks of an image accord-ing its output neuron index and can then compute threefeatures: number of blocks belonging to object, num-ber of blocks belonging to background, and the ratio

of them. According to these three features we can dif-ferentiate objects which have di�erent shapes and alsoknow the scale information of them.In order to di�erentiate some objects which look verysimilar, we use the second map. This map has an inputof 4 and an output of 9. It receives blocks of 2 x 2pixels from the object area and is aimed to automati-cally detect and locate object center and some speci�cfeatures of the object. Examples of such features arecenter position of the object and some other geomet-ric features, which appear at di�erent location whenthe object pose changes. Therefore object translationparameter can also be achieved immediately from theposition of object center.For estimating the rotation parameter of these objects,we have used two approaches. For objects whose posecan be determined through locating pose speci�c geo-metric features, we use the result of the second mapdirectly. We compute the rotation parameter by justcomputing the direction of the line connecting the ob-ject center position and the feature position. In caseno pose speci�c feature exists or it is di�cult to dif-ferentiate such feature position from other part of theobject, we use a three layer feed-forward net trainedwith dynamic learning vector quantization (DLVQ) foreach object class [9], which we will introduce shortly insection 3.3.3.3. Dynamic LVQ for estimating object rota-tion parameterThe DLVQ is a new LVQ [10] algorithm, which in turnis related closely with the SOM. The idea of this al-gorithm is to �nd a natural grouping in a set of data.The algorithmpresupposes that the vector xi belongingto the same class are distributed normally with a meanvector �i. A feature vector x is assigned to the class 
iwith the smallest Euclidean distance jj�i � xjj2. How-ever DLVQ is di�erent from SOM in that DLVQ net isa three layer feed-forward network trained with a su-pervised learning mechanism. Since the algorithm gen-erates the hidden layer dynamically during the learningphase, it was called dynamic LVQ.The feature vector input to the DLVQ net is gainedas follows. We use the auto-associative net again onthe 64x64 pixels image and get an 16x16 pixels image.After that a feature vector of 256 dimension is inputto the DLVQ net. Since the di�erence of the featurevectors of an image under di�erent pose is greater thanthat under the same pose, it is very reasonable to treatthe problem of estimating object rotation parameteras a classi�cation problem using DLVQ. In our exper-iment the sampling interval of the rotation parameteris 10o. Therefore there are 36 di�erent pose parame-ter to be classi�ed. At the beginning the number ofhidden layer neurons N is the same as the number ofdi�erent rotation pose of the object (36). During train-



ing the number of hidden layer neurons rises until asatisfactory recognition rate is achieved. The outputlayer consists only one neuron whose value varies from0 to N-1. Therefore after training the net can computeobject rotation parameters through indicating the netoutput as one of the N di�erent values.4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSIn our experiment we want to demonstrate our methodthrough locating �ve di�erent industrial objects. Im-ages are taken for the objects under di�erent illumi-nation, in di�erent scale and di�erent translation androtation positions in the plane (See Figure 3). We showthe e�ect of dimension reduction of the input image us-ing the auto-associative network in Figure 4.The result of using two SOMs on the dimension reducedimage is as follows. After training of the �rst map, themap self-organizes itself and its output neurons mapto di�erent parts of the image (object area includingedges, corners, etc. and the dark background). Thereference vectors of three typical neurons representingobject area are displayed in Figure 5 (a, b and c), wherewe can see how the pixel gray values change in each sit-uation. All the 4 x 4 blocks of the image can thenbe labeled either as object area or as background ac-cording to the index of the output neuron. With thosethree features extracted from the output of the map,we can di�erentiate the three lids from the case andthe fan using a simple three layer feed-forward network.Knowing the number of blocks belonging to object area,the scale information of each object class is then deter-mined. Here 100% of recognition rate of the case andthe fan is achieved using a set of new images di�erentfrom the training set.Subsequently the second map was trained in order todi�erentiate the three kinds of lids. Speci�c features ofthe object, which are in our case the center of lids andthe hole(s) can be detected based on the output of thesecond map. The reference vector of the neuron in thesecond map representing the hole(s) is displayed in Fig-ure 5d. According to the number of holes detected, wecan di�erentiate the three kinds of lids. Here we achievean average of 93:3% recognition rate on the three lids,which is an increase of 6:4% as compared with 86:9% us-ing a three-layer feed-forward network trained by back-propagation.Table 1 summarizes the recognition results with a dis-joint testing set of 70 images/object for the �ve ob-jects under di�erent illumination and noise condition,after training the network with a training set of 50 im-ages/object. For lids with one hole and two holes, wecompute the rotation parameter directly based on thelocation of hole(s). For lids without hole, case and fan,we use DLVQ methods. Localization precision in trans-lation is 3 pixels. The localization result in rotation is
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Figure 2. Auto-associative network for image dimensionreduction
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case fanFigure 3. Objects used for experiments.

(a) (b)Figure 4. Image scale reduction using the trained auto-associative network. (a) is the original image with size256 x 256 pixels, (b) is the image scaled down to size 64x 64 pixels

a. object area (edge) b. object area (corner)
c. bright object area d. holeFigure 5. Reference vectors of the neurons representingobject area and hole(s). x direction: column, y direction:row, z direction: pixel gray value


